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Bucharest University of Economic Studies 
Doctoral School: Economic Cybernetics and Statistics 

Date:  2017 Jan 15 

 

Number of places and research themes for the academic year 2017/2018 

 

No.  Supervisors 
Number 

of places 
Research themes 

1 
Professor Crisan ALBU 

PhD. 
2 

1. Modeling of the consumer’s behavior in terms of experimental 
economies 

2. Analysis of the behavior of firms in financial markets using efficiency 
techniques 

3. Mathematical-economical modeling of the development strategies for 
SME’s 

4. Modeling of segmentation processes of banking activities 
5. Multi-criteria analysis methods and models of the energy market 
6. Methods and techniques used in estimating the efficiency with 

applications in the educational system 
7. Methods and models to analyze the behavior of the firm. 

2 
Professor Anca ANDREI 
PhD. 

1 

1. Analysis of the correlation between socio-economic inequality and 
growth. Study for Central and Eastern Europe 

2. Dynamics technology, human capital and demand in the labor market. 
Study for Eastern Europe 

3. Targeting inflation, price dynamics and shaping monetary policy 
4. Modeling economic fluctuations and macroeconomic policy analysis 

models DSGE (Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium) 
5. Analysis of the correlation between the institutional system and 

economic growth. The trial compared to European countries 
6. Evolution of the money market and the impact on foreign direct 

investment in Romania 
7. The empirical analysis of knowledge production and the impact on 

growth. The trial compared to OECD countries and Romania 
8. Analysis of investment, productivity and dynamics of unemployment in 

European countries 
9. Macroeconomic shocks and financial crises in Europe 

3 
Professor Tudorel 
ANDREI PhD. 

3 

1. The analysis of discrimination between different groups of people-
quantitative analysis 
2. Using panel data in the analysis of differences between developing 
regions of Romania 
3. Seasonality analysis of time series at macroeconomic level 
4. Quantitative Methods for improving the measurement of Gross 
Domestic Product 

4 
Professor Adrian 
BADESCU PhD. 

2 

1. Modeling of multi-criteria decisions at microeconomic level in 
conditions of risk and uncertainty 
2. Performance and risk metrics in the analysis and diagnosis of systems 
3. Performance Measurement with the Balance Scorecard 
4. Analysis and predictive diagnosis of business system symptoms 
5. Measuring, Monitoring and Managing Business by Performance 
Dashboards 

5 
Professor Luminita 

CONSTANTIN PhD. 
2 

1. The immigration phenomenon in Romania: Analysis and strategies 
2. Foreign direct investments and the regional economic performance 

6 
Professor Adrian COSTEA 
PhD. 

1 

1. Unsupervised learning techniques for economic/financial perfomance 
benchmarking 

2. Building rating/classification models by the means of supervised 
learning techniques 

3. Computational intelligence methods for financial statement analysis 
4. Early-warning systems for preventing the deterioration of 

financial/economic entities’ performance 

7 
Professor Ion DOBRE 

PhD. 
3 

1. Environmental management systems 
2. Impact of implementation of EU legislation in the field of the 
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environment on socio-economic development of Romania 
3. The impact of economic models of recovering energy from  waste 
4. The evolution of models: circular economy green economy - 
blue.economy. Social and economic impact 
5. The tax evasion.- trends and dimensions 
6. The migration phenomenon and its implications on terrorism 
7. Economic and econometric analysis the impact of prudential rules on 
banking system 
8. Contributions on development modeling economic and social situation 
of a geographical area medium and long-term horizont 
9. The justification of the strategy of economic and social development in 
the regional profile 
10. Contributions relating to the evaluation reputation dimension on the 
market size agricultural products Romanian eco 
11. The Estimated size and evolution of underground economy 

12. The  justification of the strategy of economic and social development 
in regional profile of rail passenger 
13. Regional development of rail travel and economic inequality in 
Romania; 
14. Economic and econometric analysis on rail passengers; 
15. The system of indicators used in macroeconomic forecasting in 
passenger rail transport sector; 
16. The efficiency and effectiveness of marketing sector rail passenger;  
17. Multi-criteria analysis in conditions of uncertainty  for major 
procurement programs. 

8 
Professor Zizi GOSCHIN 

PhD. 
2 

1. Estimation of regional convergence / divergence in Romania from the 
perspective of spatial econometrics 

2. Regional disparities and economic growth in Romania. Characteristics 
and trends 

3.  Human capital and regional development. Challenges and 
opportunities 

9 
Professor Giani 
GRADINARI PhD. 

1 

1. Models for quantification of economy – ecosystem services interaction  
2. Ways of maximizing the economic benefits in the context of transition 

to low carbon economy 
3. Procedures for collecting environmental statistical data  
4. Statistical tools for bioeconomy analyses 
5.  Evolution of models for circular economy - green economy - blue 

economy: economic and social impact 
6. Quantitative analyses of digital economy developing impact 
7. Internet of Things concept – statistical analyses of socio-economic  
8. Quantitative methods for digital media 
9. Use of statistical-econometrics models for effective banking 

10 
Professor Niculae 
MIHAITA PhD. 

2 

1. Quantitative Methods in Semiotics and Second-Order Cybernetics 
2. Information Theory in eMarketing Case Studies 
3. Econometrics Methods Applied in Absurd Theatre performances 
4. Onicescu Informational Statistics with Applications 
5. Informational Statistics with applications in marketing-management 

decisions 
6. Quantitative Methods in Arts 

11 
Professor Constantin 
MITRUT PhD. 

2 

1. Pensions System Sustainability in Romania.  
2. Family incomes and impact on life quality. 
3. The influence of Investments on economic growth in Romania. 
4. Private Consumption in Romania: dimensions, structure, tendencies. 
5. Inflation in UE countries. 
6. Informal Economy in Romania: dimension, structure, tendencies. 
7. Labor market in Romania and UE countries. 
8. Models for analyzing sanitary system in Romania. 
9. Macroeconomic Proportions and Correlations in Romanian Economy. 

12 
Professor Ion ODAGESCU 
PhD. 

1 

1. Designing of an IT-decisional system based on computational 
intelligence elements 
2. Software implementation of methods and techniques of supervised 
recognition of shapes 
3. Data mining technologies specific to massive databases 
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4. Software implementations of algorithms for economic and financial 
analysis and prediction 

13 
Professor Monica 
ROMAN PhD. 

2 

1. Methods applied for the evaluation of statistical data quality 
2. High skilled migration: statistical evaluation and econometric  
modeling 
3. A statistical analysis of medical migration in romania 
4.  efficiency models applied in the study of knowledge economy 
5. Youth mobility in europe: statistical quantification and impacts 
6. Quantitative methods applied for the evaluation of the active  
labor market policies 

14 
Professor Mihai ROMAN 

PhD. 
2 

1. Migration flows analysis using game theory, L' analyse des flux 
migratoires à travers de la théorie des jeux 

2. Models of imperfect market competition analysis, Modèles d'analyse 
sur les marchés en concurrence imparfaite 

3. Study of corruption influence on political and economical mechanisms 
– L' étude de l'effet de la corruption sur les mécanismes politiques et 
économiques 

4. Assymetric information influence on economic agents behavior - 
L’influence d’information asymétrique sur le comportement des agents 
économiques 

5. New considerations on optimization of dynamic resource allocation in 
an environment with limited information, under the assumption of the 
existence of Nash equilibrium 

15 
Professor Gheorghe 
RUXANDA PhD. 

3 

1. Measurement and quantification in the economic area 
2. Informational synthesis by using multidimensional statistical 
techniques 
3. Using Data Mining technologies in the design and optimization of WEB 
activities and processes 
4. Bayesian methods and techniques used in the economic and financial 
analysis and prediction 
5. Time series co-integration, tests and specific models 
6. Stochastic Processes used in finance. Specific models; hypothesis and 
estimation methods 
7. Methods and techniques for estimating the mathematical models in 
economic and financial area 
8. Using of "Kernel" type techniques in supervised recognition 
9. Quantitative and qualitative properties of  Georgescu-Roegen type 
economies 
10. Theoretical contributions of  Georgescu-Roegen to development of  
the contemporary economic science 
11.Supervised learning based on technologies like "Support Vector 
Machine" 
12. Asymptotic properties of estimators used in econometric modeling 
13. The use of neural networks in analyzing and predicting of economic 
and financial area 
14. Unsupervised and supervised statistical learning: principles, methods 
and applications in economics 
15. Learning Machines - with applications in economic and financial area 
16. Methods and techniques of cluster analysis with applications in 
economic and financial area 
17. Supervised learning - with applications in economic and financial area 
18. Using Expected Maximization algorithm (EM) in pattern recognition 
19. Analysis and prediction of economic and financial area using 
multidimensional econometric models 
20. Methods and techniques for estimating the probability densities and 
econometric models 
21. The use of computational intelligence methods and techniques in 
optimizing the economic and financial area 
22. Methods and techniques of analysis and predictions with applications 
in insurance field 

16 
Professor Emil SCARLAT 
PhD. 

1 
1. Evolution of the economy cybernetic systems in the context of Cloud 

Computing and Big Data methods  
2. Methods of Business analytics used economic systems performance 
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optimization  
3. Methods and systems performance indicators to measure economic 

and financial  
4. Redesign business processes to optimize their performance  
5. Knowledge Ecosystems and their role in the discovery and extensive 

use of the knowledge economy  
6. Agile methods used in the analysis and design of business processes  

17 
Professor Stelian 
STANCU PhD. 

2 

1. Risk and uncertainty in the banking system in Romania. 
2. Measuring and quantifying the economic field, using multivariate  
     statistical techniques. 
3. Prediction exchange rate and inflation using neural computing  
    elements. 
4. Using evolutionary algorithms for simulating the behavior of market  
    players. 
5. Using evolutionary algorithms for multi-criteria optimization. 
6. Modelling the impact of psychological factors on the behavior of  
    economic agents. 
7. Strategies active management of portfolios of complex technology  
    projects - a cyber perspective. 
8. Strategies pension funds under low yields of fixed income instruments. 
9. Using Bayes methods and techniques in analysis, development of  
     economic and financial models and prediction. 
10. Specific models of co-integration at the micro and macroeconomic  
       level. 
 11. Economic and mathematical modeling discrimination in various  
       groups. Estimates, analysis and predictions. 
12. Specific models used in finance, based on stochastic processes. 
13. Mathematical modeling in finance and economics. Methods and  
       techniques for estimation and prediction. 
14. Analysis of the behavior of economic efficiency on the market.  
       Estimates, analysis and predictions. 
15. Analysis and prediction of economic and financial, using techniques  
       based on artificial neural networks. 
16. Economic and mathematical modeling of the energy market in  
       Romania. Estimates, analysis and predictions. 
17. Applications of pattern recognition theory in finance and economics. 
18. Econometric models multidimensional analysis and economic and  
       financial prediction. 
19. Economic and mathematical modeling of the informal economy at  
       Romanian level. Estimates, analysis and predictions. 
20. Methods and techniques used in statistical and mathematical analysis  
       and prediction in the insurance field. 
21. Economic-mathematical modeling of corruption. Estimates, analysis  
       and predictions. 
22. Fuzzy techniques applied to the analysis of complex economic  
       systems. 
23. Genetic algorithms and artificial neural network based techniques  
       used in the management of complex economic systems. 
24. Economic and mathematical modeling of the phenomenon of  
       terrorism at national, regional and global level. Estimates, analysis 
       and predictions. 
25. The market economy versus social economy. Estimates, analysis and  
       predictions. 
26. Modelling of behavioral factors in making investment decisions. The  
       theoretical and empirical evidence in the context of international  
       financial markets. 

18 
Professor Emilia TITAN 

PhD. 
2 

1.Statistical analysis of welfare / quality of life / social disparities; 
2.The social determinants of health / education level / quality of life; 
3.Statistical analysis of social inequalities in health / education; 
4. Statistical Measurement and analysis of socio-economic phenomena, 

in the context of demographic aging; 
5. Statistical methods and techniques for the analysis of social inequality, 

poverty and social exclusion; 
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6.Silver Economy and socio-economic implication, in the context of 
sustainable development; 

7.Possibilities of quantification of the effects of economic development 
"smart, green and inclusive". 

19 
Professor Vergil 
VOINEAGU PhD. 

2 

1. Statistical analysis of the Romanian population aging process 
2. Statistical analysis of the formal and informal ratio on the labor market 
in Romania 
3. Statistical study on the migration of the population out of Romania 
4. Statistical analysis of the structure and dynamics of the GDP of 
Romania during 2005-2014 
5. Longitudinal Statistical analysis of Business data  
6. Factorial analysis of employment in Romania; 
7. Statistical analysis of poverty and social exclusion among families with 
children 
8. Statistical analysis of the differences in the territorial profile of 
Romania 
9. Evolution, structure and health of the Romanian population 
10. Weighting and aggregation methods of statistical data used in the 
calculation of the synthetic indexes 
11. Symmetries and asymmetries in statistical data 

 Total number of places 

 
36 

 

 

 

Director of the Doctoral School: Economic Cybernetics and Statistics 

Professor Gheorghe RUXANDA PhD. 

 


